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From the Author:
My work addresses visual war propaganda in media in the 20th century. In its basic meaning as promotion of “just war,” propaganda uses extensively visual media to legitimate war. Visual propaganda offers a very explicit image of warfare and its transformation. I am interested in the most typical visual narration, clichés, symbols and metaphors describing various forms of “military actions” (invasion, intervention, war) and stages of combat. It is my belief that war narratives could not be neutral ideologically. In their diverse forms and contexts (whether they come as a poster, material illustrating a press text, or as a documentary or a feature movie), images of war are culturally and socially formed. They always promote a specific way of thinking and ideology which support or shape attitudes consolidating a given community, political formation or people in a country. Among subjects discussed in chapters are: war as a culture text, the changes of media discourse according to the propaganda goals, visual methods of shaping attitudes towards war, forms of propaganda activities and their effectiveness.
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From the Editors:
This book deals with the development of cities and regions in times of decisive transformation in Europe throughout these past twenty years. In the Western parts of Europe cities and regions were challenged from the outside by globalization and by technological and demographic change from the inside. On top of that the Eastern parts were confronted with deep restructuring processes enforced by the transition from socialist to capitalist structures. By now, all European cities and regions are confronted with challenges stemming from a new global competitions for jobs, population and status. Authors from different national backgrounds of Central Europe are analyzing and reflecting on these changing structures and processes.

Authors, who contributed to this book, Wendelin Strubelt, Grzegorz Gorzelak, Petr Dostál, Martin Hampl, Lubomír Faltan, Krzysztof Frysztacki, Jürgen Friedriechs, Bernd Hamm, Michal Illner, Bohdan Jalowiecki, Ewa Kaltenberg-Kwiatkowska, Andrzej Majer, Thomas Rommelspacher, Walter Siebel, Kazimierz Z. Sowa, Luděk Šykora, Marek Szczepański, Weronika Ślązak-Tazbir, Bernhard Schäfers, Alfred Schwandt, Uwe-Jens Walther have been working together for many years.

Professor Jiri Musil is one of the central figures within this group. To him, to his 80th birthday, these papers are dedicated.
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